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1. Introdution
In this paper we study isotropisation of Bianhi lass A models with urvature when a
minimally oupled and massive salar eld φ is onsidered.
Loally, General Relativity (GR) with a perfet uid seems a good desription of
our Universe. At osmologial sale, aelerated dynamial expansion is observed[1, 2℄
and additional elds are required to explain it. Among them, a salar eld seems a
good alternative although it is not the only one: higher order theories[3, 4℄ or dissipative
uid[5, 6℄ also give birth to inationary behaviour. Salar elds are required by standard
model for elementary partiles as well as by uniation theories for whih, for instane,
ompatiation shemes[7, 8℄ are onsidered. These last theories also give a natural
order of magnitude for the osmologial onstant[9℄ at early times whih may be 55 to
120 orders of magnitude bigger than its present observed value: this is the so-alled
osmologial onstant problem. A solution is to onsider that this "onstant" varies
aross the Universe history. A massive salar eld is then an interesting possibility
to simulate suh a mehanism. All these elements show the interest of a minimally
oupled salar-tensor theory with a Brans-Dike oupling funtion ω and a potential U
depending on the salar eld φ.
What about the geometrial framework of this paper? FLRW models geometrially
desribe the observed homogeneity and isotropy of our Universe. However they are
very speial ones among the set of all possible models and do not allow to explain
the observed large-sale strutures. Moreover, at early times, before the deoupling
between matter and radiation, we have no indiation about Universe's geometry. Was
it as so symmetri as the FLRW models imply? Thus, it seems interesting to generalise
them by only keeping their spatial homogeneity property. Bianhi models desribe
anisotropi osmologial models and may allow to understand the proess leading to an
isotropi Universe. The most studied Bianhi models are those ontaining the FLRW
solutions[10℄, i.e. the types I, V , V II0,h and IX . We have examined the Bianhi type I
model in [11℄. Here, we will be interested in the Bianhi lass A models with urvature.
Our goal is to look for neessary onditions allowing the isotropisation of Bianhi
lass A models with urvature when a minimally oupled and massive salar tensor
theory is onsidered. We will then dedue the ommon asymptotial behaviour of the
metri funtions when isotropisation is reahed and ompare our results with those
obtained for the Bianhi type I model[11℄. From a tehnial point of view, we will use the
methods of [11℄: we will get the eld equations from ADM Hamiltonian formalism[12, 13℄
and rewrite them with a new set of variables. Then we will look for equilibrium points
orresponding to isotropi stable states.
A large amount of work has been done on equilibrium states of Bianhi models.
Wainwright, Ellis and ollaborators have studied equilibrium points of homogeneous
models for General Relativity with perfet uid, tilted or not and found asymptotially
isotropi solutions. A good summary of their work is [14℄. They use Hubble-normalized
variables to study the dynamis of Einstein eld equations. The normalisation fator is
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the Hubble parameter and the equation allowing to show that variables are normalized
is the generalized Friedman equation. In this paper we will also onsider normalized
variables but we will use the Hamiltonian as normalisation fator. The expression for
Hamiltonian will be the onstraint from whih we dedue that variables are normalized.
More reently Barrow and Kodama[15, 16℄ have examined the inuene of topology
on isotropy and atness of the Universe. They have shown that "the topology of the
Universe an impose signiant restritions upon the type of anisotropies it an sustain".
We will not onsider topology in this work but these results are really interesting from
the point of view of relations between dynamis and topology whih has also been
examined by Ashtekar and Samuel[17℄.
The plane of the paper is the following. The seond setion will be parsed into three
subsetions. The rst one will be devoted to the Bianhi type II model, the seond one
to the Bianhi types V I0 and V II0 and the third one to the Bianhi type V III and IX
models. Eah of these subsetions will be divided into two subsetions devoted to the
eld equations and the study of the equilibrium points. We will disuss the physial
meaning of our results in setion 3.
2. Mathematial study of isotropisation for lass A Bianhi models
We begin alulating the Hamiltonian eld equations. The Lagrangian of the minimally
oupled salar-tensor theory is given by:
S = (16π)−1
∫ [
R− (3/2 + ω(φ))φ,µφ,µφ−2 − U(φ)
]√−gd4x (1)
Although it may be more natural to redene φ so that the kineti term takes a standard
form φ,µφ,µ, we prefer onsidering an unspeied Brans-Dike oupling funtion suh
that our results be valid for any form of ω(φ) even when it is analytially impossible to
get φ(ω). The general form of the metri for Bianhi models is written:
ds2 = −(N2 −NiN i)dΩ2 + 2NidΩωi +R20gijωiωj (2)
The ωi are the 1-forms dening eah Bianhi model. N and N
i
are respetively the
lapse and shift funtions. To nd the ADM Hamiltonian orresponding to the ation
(1), we proeed as in [12℄ and [13℄. We rewrite the ation as follows:
S = (16π)−1
∫
(Πij
∂gij
∂t
+Πφ
∂φ
∂t
−NC0 −NiC i)d4x (3)
The Πij and Πφ are respetively the onjugate momenta of the metri funtions and
salar eld. The lapse and shift funtions now play the role of Lagrange multipliers. By
varying (3) with respet to N and Ni, we get the onstraints C
0 = 0 and C i = 0 with:
C0 = −
√
(3)g
(3)
R− 1√
(3)g
(
1
2
(Πkk)
2−ΠijΠij)+ 1√
(3)g
Π2φφ
2
6 + 4ω
+
√
(3)gU(φ)(4)
C i = Πij|j (5)
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We rewrite the metri funtions gij as e
−2Ω+2βij
. It means that Ω stands for the isotropi
part of the metri and βij for the anisotropi parts. Then, using Misner parameterisation
[18℄:
pik = 2πΠ
i
k − 2/3πδikΠll (6)
6pij = diag(p+ +
√
3p−, p+ −
√
3p−,−2p+) (7)
βij = diag(β+ +
√
3β−, β+ −
√
3β−,−2β+) (8)
and rewriting the Hamiltonian as H = 2πΠkk, from the expression (4) and the onstraint
C0 = 0, we get:
H2 = p2+ + p
2
− + 12
p2φφ
2
3 + 2ω
+ 24π2R60e
−6ΩU + V (Ω, β+, β−) (9)
with pφ = πΠφ. The form of V (Ω, β+, β−) speies eah Bianhi model and is given in
table 1. From (9), we derive the Hamiltonian equations:
β˙± =
∂H
∂p±
=
p±
H
(10)
φ˙ =
∂H
∂pφ
=
12φ2pφ
(3 + 2ω)H
(11)
p˙+ = − ∂H
∂β±
= −∂V (Ω, β+, β−)/∂β+
2H
(12)
p˙− = − ∂H
∂β±
= −∂V (Ω, β+, β−)/∂β−
2H
(13)
p˙φ = −∂H
∂φ
= −12 φp
2
φ
(3 + 2ω)H
+ 12
ωφφ
2p2φ
(3 + 2ω)2H
− 12π2R60
e−6ΩUφ
H
(14)
H˙ =
dH
dΩ
=
∂H
∂Ω
= −72π2R60
e−6ΩU
H
+
∂V (Ω, β+, β−)/∂Ω
2H
(15)
We set Ni = 0 and alulate that, whatever the Bianhi model, the lapse funtion is
given by:
N =
12πR30e
−3Ω
H
(16)
Then, the relation between the time Ω and the proper time t is dt = −NdΩ.
Before starting the analysis of eah Bianhi model, let us talk about some neessary
onditions for isotropisation. By denition, the Universe isotropises if eah metri
funtion tends toward a ommon form, let us say R2. From Misner parameterisation,
we dedue that it implies e−Ω → R and β± → 0. A onvenient measure of anisotropy
is given by the a mesure of the root mean square anisotropy[19℄ dβ+/dt
2 + dβ−/dt2 =
(dβ+/dΩ
2+dβ−/dΩ2)(dΩ/dt)2 whih have to deay suh that isotropy ours. Assuming
that isotropisation is an asymptoti phenomenon arising when proper time diverges, it
means that asymptotially dβ±/dt→ 0. It is this last neessary ondition only that we
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will use in this work. It is not suient for isotropisation sine it does not prevent β± to
diverge or to tend toward a big onstant but it is neessary if we want that the Hubble
fators Hi =
dgii
dt
g−1ii be asymptotially the same, i.e. tend toward the same value dΩ/dt
in aordane with the fat that the Hubble onstant is the same in any diretion. Sine
the equations (10) and the expression for N lead to:
dβ±
dt
= − p±e
3Ω
12πR30
(17)
a stable isotropi state needs p±e3Ω → 0. We now look for the onditions allowing this
limit.
Let us assume that isotropy leads to a stati Universe, i.e. Ω tends toward a onstant.
Then p± must tend toward zero suh that p±e3Ω vanishes. However, from (16) and
(12-13), it omes that dp±/dt ∝ ∂V/∂β±e3Ω. Hene for the Bianhi I, V I0 and V III
models, when β+ and Ω tend toward some onstants, the onjugate momentum diverges
with the proper time t sine p˙± tends toward a non vanishing onstant and p+e3Ω →∞.
Thus from the reasonable assumption that isotropy happens when t diverges, we dedue
that isotropisation an not lead to a stati Universe for these three models (it would be
deeply unnatural that a stati Universe ends for a nite value of t). For the V II0 and
IX models, the demonstration is not so simple sine then, when β± → 0 and Ω→ const,
∂V/∂β± → 0 and p˙± vanishes. We will show below that for these models also, isotropy
is not possible when Ω tends toward a onstant. If now we assume that Ω diverges,
nothing at this stage prevents the asymptotial vanishing of p±e3Ω. Moreover, sine β±
tend toward some onstants for a diverging value of Ω, we dedue that dβ±/dΩ → 0
otherwise β± would diverge with Ω. Consequently, isotropisation should arise when
Ω → ±∞, dβ±/dΩ and pe3Ω → 0. These onditions are independent eah other and
of the onsidered Bianhi lass A models. We will have to hek if eah of them is
respeted for eah presumed isotropi equilibrium state.
Let us ompare them with isotropisation onditions dened by Collins and Hawking
[10℄. First, as in this last paper, we have assumed that isotropisation arises when
t → ∞. Seond, in the next setions, for eah Bianhi models, we will show that
isotropisation needs Ω → −∞. This is the rst ondition that denes isotropisation
in Collins and Hawking's paper and whih implies that Universe expands indenitely.
Third, the fat that dβ±/dt and dβ±/dΩ tend toward zero satises their third ondition
meaning that "the anisotropy in the loally measured Hubble onstant tends to zero".
Thus from the neessary but not suient onditions stating that isotropisation needs
dβ±/dt → 0 and onsidering the eld equations, we reover two of the four onditions
of the Collins and Hawking denition for isotropy. It shows the physial meaning of the
limit p±e3Ω → 0 regarding isotropisation. Moreover, assuming that β± tend toward some
onstants means that the matrix β whose omponents are the βij beomes a onstant
β0 whih is the fourth ondition dening isotropy in [10℄.
In what follows, we study isotropi equilibrium states of eah Bianhi lass A model
with urvature.
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2.1. The Bianhi type II model
2.1.1. Field equations To study the equilibrium points orresponding to asymptoti
isotropi states, we will use the following variables, spei to the Bianhi type II
model:
x± = p±H−1 (18)
y = πR30
√
Ue−3ΩH−1 (19)
z = pφφ(3 + 2ω)
−1/2H−1 (20)
w = πR20e
−2Ω+2(β++
√
3β
−
)H−1 (21)
They are independent sine x±, y, z and w are respetively funtions of the independent
quantities p±, φ, pφ and β±. Then, the Hamiltonian (9) yields:
x2+ + x
2
− + 24y
2 + 12z2 + 12w2 = 1 (22)
We will onsider this last expression as a onstraint. It shows that the 5 variables
(x±, y, z, w) are normalised. They allow us to rewrite the eld equations as a rst order
equations system in the following way:
x˙+ = 72y
2x+ + 24w
2x+ − 24w2 (23)
x˙− = 72y2x− + 24w2x− − 24
√
3w2 (24)
y˙ = y(6ℓz + 72y2 − 3 + 24w2) (25)
z˙ = y2(72z − 12ℓ) + 24w2z (26)
w˙ = 2w(x+ +
√
3x− + 12w2 + 36y2 − 1) (27)
with ℓ = φUφU
−1(3+2ω)−1/2. Sine we want to keep ω and U undetermined, we will not
expliit the form of ℓ(φ). Then, the above system ould not seem autonomous beause
ℓ = ℓ(φ) and thus it would be meaningless to look for its equilibrium point. However, it
exists two possibilities suh that it beomes autonomous. The rst one is to onsider ℓ as
a funtion of (x, y, z, w) rather than φ. Suh onsiderations are often used when one look
for exat solutions of eld equations: for instane, instead of onsidering the potential
as a funtion of the salar eld, it an be easier to nd exat solutions by assuming it
depends on the metri funtions[20℄. However, in the general ase, ℓ may not be written
in this way in the whole range of φ. The seond possibility, whih applies whatever
ℓ, is to onsider an additional rst order equation for φ whih is derived from (11):
φ˙(z, φ). Then, the system is autonomous. However, the onstraint equation shows that
salar eld equilibrium is not neessary for isotropisation ontrary to other variables:
φ˙ and φ an diverge whereas isotropy asymptotially ours. Hene, we onlude that
whatever the way we use suh that the system be autonomous, equilibrium states are
only determined by zeros of the system (23-27). The same reasoning may be applied
for eah Bianhi model. In what follows, we will use (23-27) to get the expressions for
equilibrium points as some funtions of ℓ(φ) and then φ˙(z, w) to get the asymptotial
behaviour of the salar eld.
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2.1.2. Isotropi equilibrium states Equilibrium points
Several equilibrium points exist and we have to selet those representing an isotropi
equilibrium state. Immediately, we observe that the neessary onditions for isotropi-
sation dβ±/dΩ → 0, imply that x± → 0 near equilibrium‡. Sine the equations (10)
and the denitions of the variables x± will be idential for all the Bianhi models, these
limits will be the same for eah of them. Thus, we will systematially disard any equi-
librium point with x± 6= 0 or whih is not dened by real values.
All the equilibrium points of the Bianhi type II model are summarised in the appendix.
The rst one is dened by (y, w) = (0, 0). Let us show that it is not onsistent with
isotropy. From equations (12-13), we derive that p+−
√
3p− = p0, p0 being an integration
onstant. Then, using (10), it omes that β˙+ −
√
3β˙− = p0H−1. Thus, isotropisation
needs a diverging Hamiltonian but for the zero measure ase with p0 = 0. If now we
onsider (27) near (y, w) = (0, 0), we dedue that w behaves as e−2Ω and vanishes when
Ω→ +∞. Introduing this expression in (21), we derive that H should asymptotially
behave as e2(β++
√
3β
−
)
and thus should tend toward a onstant value when Universe ap-
proahes isotropy. This ontradit the fat that the Hamiltonian have to diverge and
thus the set of points (y, w) = (0, 0) is not ompatible with isotropisation.
The seond set of points is not real and suh that x± 6= 0. Hene, it does not
orrespond to an isotropi equilibrium state and we disard it. The third set of
points is suh that x± = 0 and respets the onstraint. It writes (x+, x−, y, z, w) =
(0, 0,±√3− ℓ2(6√2)−1, ℓ/6, 0) and is real if ℓ2 < 3, implying that isotropisation is not
possible if this last quantity diverges§. Indeed sine asymptotially z behaves as ℓ/6, it
means that an isotropi stable state needs ℓ to tend to a onstant value with no limit
yle otherwise z˙ 6→ 0 when Ω → −∞. This is the only set of points representing
an isotropi stable state and the only one we will onsider below. The fourth set of
points does not represent a stable isotropi state exept if ℓ→ 1. Then it tends toward
the previous one. However, we will see below that the value ℓ = 1 does not allow for
isotropisation. Thus we disard it.
Monotoni funtions
We rewrite the equation (15) with the normalised variables:
H˙ = −H(72y2 + 24w2) (28)
Hene the Hamiltonian is a monotoni funtion of Ω with a onstant sign. Then, from
the lapse funtion expression (16), we dedue that Ω is a monotoni funtion of the
‡ Note that we have then, near equilibrium, x˙± → 0 and x± → 0. This is a onsequene of the eld
equations and values of the equilibrium points near isotropy. It means that x± should be integrable in
the Lebesgue sense in the neighbourhood of equilibrium. We will see that it is atually the ase when
we will alulate the asymptotial behaviours of x±.
§ We will not take into aount the ase for whih ℓ2 would have a haoti behaviour suh that it stays
smaller than 3.
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proper time t. Therefore, if the Hamiltonian is initially positive (negative), Ω → −∞
orresponds to late time(early time). We will not onsider the ase Ω → +∞ sine we
will show below that it does not lead to isotropy. We onlude that late times isotropisa-
tion initially needs H > 0: this is the only neessary initial ondition for this behaviour.
Moreover, the Hamiltonian being of onstant sign, it is the same for the variables y and
w.
Asymptoti behaviours
We wish to evaluate the behaviours of some quantities in the neighbourhood of the
equilibrium points (x+, x−, y, z, w) = (0, 0,±
√
3− ℓ2(6√2)−1, ℓ/6, 0), i.e. when we ap-
proah isotropy in Ω → −∞. Approximating (27) near equilibrium by w(1 − ℓ2), we
nd that asymptotially w behaves as e(1−ℓ
2)Ω
.
From this last expression and approximating (23) by (3− ℓ2)x+− 24w2, we dedue
that x+ behaves as the sum of two terms e
2(1−ℓ2)Ω
and e(3−ℓ
2)Ω
. Sine isotropy needs
x+ → 0 and ℓ2 < 3, we derive it only ours if Ω → −∞ and ℓ2 < 1. These two
limits are in aordane with the vanishing of x± and w whih is neessary to reah the
equilibrium isotropi state. Consequently x± asymptotially behave as e2(1−ℓ
2)Ω
. Let
us note that the two limits x± → 0 and Ω → −∞, neessary for isotropisation, are
ompatible and justify our assumption that it takes plae for a diverging value of t:
when Ω → −∞ and the Universe isotropises, it is expanding and there is no physial
meaning to onsider that it ends for a nite value of the proper time.
Let us show that the value ℓ2 = 1 has to be disarded. If 1− ℓ2 → 0 faster than Ω−1, w
tends toward a non vanishing onstant and is not ompatible with isotropy. If 1−ℓ2 → 0
slower than Ω−1, from (15) we dedue that near equilibriumH → e−2Ω. Then from (12),
it omes that p+ → e−2Ω and it follows from (18) that x+ tends toward a non vanishing
onstant. Hene, the limit ℓ2 → 1 is not ompatible with isotropy. The above reasoning
onerning the ase for whih 1− ℓ2 → 0 faster than Ω−1 will stay valid for any Bianhi
model. However, when 1 − ℓ2 → 0 slower than Ω−1, it will be valid only for Bianhi
type II, V I0 and V III models. For Bianhi type V II0 and IX models, the situation is
dierent beause when β± → 0 during isotropisation, p± varies slower than e−2Ω sine
∂V/∂β±e4Ω → 0. However, we will show below that near equilibrium, the value ℓ = 1
an also be exluded.
Now it is possible to show that p±e3Ω vanishes when Ω → −∞. Writing p˙±/H as
a funtion of x± and w and using their asymptotial behaviours, we alulate that
p˙±/p± tends toward the onstant −(1 + ℓ2). Consequently p±e3Ω → e(2−ℓ2)Ω → 0 when
Ω→ −∞ and the neessary but not suient ondition for isotropisation is respeted.
Moreover, from (28), we alulate that asymptotially H˙H−1 tends toward ℓ2−3. Thus
H → e(ℓ2−3)Ω and diverges sine ℓ2 < 1: therefore, although determined independently,
the asymptotial behaviours of p± and H agreed with these of x± = p±H−1.
Conerning the salar eld, we an nd a dierential equation whose solution
asymptotially behaves in the same way as φ when Ω→ −∞ by expressing equation (11)
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with the normalised variables and onsidering its asymptotial limit near equilibrium.
It omes:
φ˙ =
2φ2Uφ
(3 + 2ω)U
(29)
This important equation allows us to get the asymptotial behaviour of φ near
equilibrium and onsequently that of ℓ.
From the asymptotial behaviour of H and the expression (16) for the lapse
funtion, it is possible to get the isotropi part of the metri, e−Ω, as a funtion of
the proper time. If ℓ2 tends toward a non vanishing onstant, then e−Ω → tℓ−2. If ℓ2
tends to 0 faster than (−Ω)−1, e−Ω behaves like an exponential. Let us show that it
is always the ase. Equation (29) an be rewritten as dφ/dΩ = 2ℓ2U(Uφ)
−1
and then
U ∝ e2
∫
ℓ2dΩ
when Ω→ −∞. Introduing this expression and the expression for H into
(19), we get y ∝ e−ℓ2Ω+
∫
ℓ2dΩ
. Thus, if ℓ2 vanishes slower than (−Ω)−1, y diverges or
tends to 0 instead of a non vanishing onstant and there is no equilibrium.
Hene, when an isotropi equilibrium state is reahed with ℓ → 0, ℓ2 always van-
ishes faster than (−Ω)−1 and Universe always tends toward a De Sitter one. This proof
for ℓ = 0 relies on the asymptoti form of φ, H and the denition of y. It will be valid
for all the Bianhi models sine we will see that these 3 quantities keep the same forms
eah time the same set of equilibrium points is onsidered.
From (19) and the asymptotial forms for Ω(t), we dedue that the potential behaves
as t−2 when ℓ tends toward a non vanishing onstant, or as a non vanishing onstant
otherwise (the same behaviour held when we onsider the Bianhi type I model[11℄).
Conerning the 3-urvature whih an be expressed as R(3) = e2Ω+4(β++
√
3β
−
)
, it is ob-
vious that near isotropy, it tends to zero, showing that the Universe beomes spatially
at.
Let us note the importane of the potential for isotropisation of the Bianhi type II
model. If we onsider U = 0, we get from the eld equations (12) and (15) that
H = p++ p0 and thus β˙+ = 1−p0H−1, p0 being an integration onstant. It follows that
β˙+ does not asymptotially vanish and isotropy an not be reahed.
Partial equilibrium‖
Above we have dened the isotropi equilibrium states suh that all the variables reah
equilibrium. However, this last statement is not mandatory: all of them have not to
reah equilibrium suh that x± → 0 in a stable way. In this ase, as Ω → −∞, the
onerned variables would stay bounded but their derivatives would not asymptotially
vanish: they should osillate indenitely (around a onstant or not) and thus, their
derivatives should also osillate around zero without beeing damped. What are the
variables able to behave in this way?
We an reasonably assume that it is not x±, otherwise it would mean that the variation
‖ I thank one of the referees ritiisms from whih this setion is inspired.
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of the Hubble onstant would be anisotropi. Sine x± and x˙± have to vanish, it implies
that w also asymptotially vanishes and onsequently, w˙ → 0. Finally the only variables
whose equilibrium is not neessary to isotropy and whose derivatives ould be osillating
are y and z. Under these assumptions, what about ℓ behaviour?
Equation (26) writes asymptotially z˙ = y2(72z − 12ℓ). Sine we have assumed that
z˙ was osillating, it shows that ℓ an not tend to a onstant, diverge monotonially or
diverge osillatory if the osillations are not large enought(ℓ = Ω1/3 +cosΩ as instane)
otherwise the sign of z˙ would be onstant. Consequently, only osillatory ℓ with su-
iently large amplitudes and not tending to a onstant may allow osillations of z too
(ℓ = ΩsinΩ or ℓ = n cosΩ with n a onstant larger than the largest amplitude of 6z
as instane). In this ase, the results of the previous setions do not apply sine all the
variables do not reah equilibrium but an isotropi equilibrium state eventually ours
with (x±, w) only reahing equilibrium. Then, sine ℓ an be a regular funtions as well
as having a haoti behaviour, it is not possible to give more harateristis about it or
the way x± would reah equilibrium. Hene, the main result of this subsetion is mainly
a limitation of the previous subsetions results whih will be valid for all the Bianhi
lass A models.
Let us examine the folowing example for the Bianhi type II model:
Sine x± and w vanish, asymptotially the onstraint is 24y2 + 12z2 = 1. In this limit,
onsidering that (26) is essentially equivalent to the onstraint equation under (25), (25)
is the only nontrivial equation. In this asymptoti redution, (25) an be regarded as
the equation for ℓ in terms of y, whih an be written as:
ℓ =
v˙
2 + v
1√
1− v +
√
1− v,
where v = 2(36y2 − 1) and 6z = √1− v. For any funtion for v(Ω), the equation
φ˙ =
12φ√
3 + 2ω
z,
determines φ as a funtion of Ω for a given ω. Then, the denition of ℓ,
ℓ =
φ√
3 + 2ω
Uφ
U
,
determines U as a funtion of φ, provided that φ − Ω relation is invertible. Here, if
v is bounded by a positive onstant from below and if 1 − v is non-negative, one an
easily hek that x± and w have required asymptoti behavior. Thus, the only possible
onstraint on v(Ω) is the invertibility of the φ− Ω relation. For example, the hoie:
v = v0 +
1
Ω
sin2Ω3
satises this ondition, if v0 is a onstant in the range 0 < v0 < 1. However, for this
hoie, ℓ, y˙ and z˙ diverge osillatorily as Ω→ −∞, although the isotropization ondition
x± → 0 as Ω→ −∞ is satised and (y, z) are bounded.
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2.2. The Bianhi type V I0 and V II0 models
The results are similar to those of Bianhi type II model.
2.2.1. Field equations We will use the following variables for both Bianhi type V I0
and V II0 models:
x± = p±H−1 (30)
y = πR30e
−3ΩU1/2H−1 (31)
z = pφφ(3 + 2Ω)
−1/2H−1 (32)
w± = πR
2
0e
−2Ω+2β+±2
√
3β
−H−1 (33)
They are independent sine they respetively depend on p±, φ, pφ and a ombining of
β±. The denitions of x±, y and z are the same as these of the Bianhi type II model.
The Hamiltonian is written:
x2+ + x
2
− + 24y
2 + 12z2 + 12(w+ ± w−)2 = 1 (34)
and the eld equations beome:
x˙+ = 72y
2x+ + 24(x+ − 1)(w− ± w+)2 (35)
x˙− = 72y2x− + 24x−(w− ± w+)2 + 24
√
3(w2− − w2+) (36)
y˙ = y(6ℓz + 72y2 − 3 + 24(w− ± w+)2) (37)
z˙ = y2(72z − 12ℓ) + 24z(w− ± w+)2 (38)
w˙+ = 2w+
[
x+ +
√
3x− + 12(w− ± w+)2 + 36y2 − 1
]
(39)
w˙− = 2w−
[
x+ −
√
3x− + 12(w− ± w+)2 + 36y2 − 1
]
(40)
The ± symbols in equations (34-40) orrespond respetively to the Bianhi type V I0 and
V II0 models. For the rst model, the onstraint shows that the variables are normalised
sine w+ and w− are positive. For the seond one, beause of the minus sign, both w+
and w− ould diverge. Then the onstraint will be respeted only if the sum w+ − w−
tends toward a onstant. We will show below that isotropy is only ompatible with nite
values of w±. Consequently, the isotropi states we are looking for are reahed for some
bounded values of the variables whatever the Bianhi type V I0 or V II0 models. Now,
we an also show that isotropisation of Bianhi type V I0 and V II0 models may not
arise for a nite value of Ω. Indeed, if Ω tends toward a onstant when the proper time
diverges, dΩ/dt vanishes and thus, from (16), it omes that H vanishes. But then, w±
should diverge whih is not ompatible with the equilibrium as shown above. Hene, for
the Bianhi type V I0 and V II0 models, isotropisation does not lead to a stati Universe.
2.2.2. Isotropi equilibrium states Equilibrium points
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All the equilibrium points with nite values of w+ and w− are referened in
the appendix. Following the same reasoning as for Bianhi type II model,
the only set of equilibrium points ompatible with an isotropi stable state is
(x+, x−, y, z, w+, w−) = (0, 0,±
√
3− ℓ2(6√2)−1, ℓ/6, 0, 0), implying that ℓ2 < 3. It
is equivalent to the points found for Bianhi type II model and, for the same rea-
sons, ℓ have to tend to a onstant with no limit yle. Another interesting set
of points is given by (x+, x−, y, z, w±, w±) = ((ℓ2 − 1)(ℓ2 + 8)−1,±
√
3(ℓ2 − 1)(ℓ2 +
8)−1,±√12− 3ℓ2 [2(ℓ2 + 8)]−1 , 3ℓ(2ℓ2 + 16)−1, 0,±√−ℓ4 + 5ℓ2 − 4 [2(ℓ2 + 8)]−1). How-
ever, in this ase x± → 0 only if ℓ2 → 1 and we reover the values of the previous set
of points for this partiular limit of ℓ2 whih does not allow isotropisation as it will be
shown below. Other sets exist but are omplex valued and an thus be disarded. At
last, as for Bianhi type II model, let us show that the set of equilibrium points suh
that (y, w+, w−) = (0, 0, 0) implies that x± do not vanish.
In this ase we dedue from (39-40) that w± behave as e−2Ω and thus isotropy would
arise when Ω → +∞. Then, using the denition (33) for w±, we derive that H should
be a onstant near isotropy and, onsidering equations (12-13), we nd that asymptoti-
ally p˙± should vary as p0±e−4Ω (p0± being some onstants) for Bianhi type V I0 or even
slower for the V II0 type sine β± might tend toward some vanishing onstants. It would
follow that p± → p1±, p1± being some integration onstants. However, in this ase β˙±
would tend asymptotially toward the onstants p1±H−1 and isotropisation ould not
our for a diverging value of Ω. Hene, (y, w+, w−) = (0, 0, 0) is not ompatible with
isotropisation exept for the speial ase of zero measure p1± = 0.
Monotoni funtions
What about monotoni funtions? We an rewrite equation (15) as follows:
H˙ = −H
[
72y2 + 24(w+ ± w−)2
]
(41)
As for the Bianhi type II model, (41) shows that the Hamiltonian is a monotoni
funtion of onstant sign whih determines if isotropisation ours at early or late times
depending if the Hamiltonian is initially negative or positive. Moreover, it follows that
y and w± are of onstant sign.
Asymptoti behaviours
Making the same approximation as for subsetion 2.1.2, we nd that near an isotropi
equilibrium state, w± → e(1−ℓ2)Ω. Then, assuming that isotropisation arises for Ω→ −∞
as we will show it below, it follows from (41) that H → e−2Ω when ℓ → 1 and then,
near equilibrium, w± should tend toward some non vanishing onstants. Thus the value
ℓ = 1 does not agree with isotropisation.
Conerning x±, from (35-36), we dedue that they asymptotially behave as the sum
of two exponentials e2(1−ℓ
2)Ω
and e(3−ℓ
2)Ω
, showing again that these quantities will tend
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toward zero only if Ω→ −∞ and ℓ2 < 1. These two limits allow vanishing of w±, whih
is neessary to reah the equilibrium states.
All these elements show that near isotropy w± is bounded. Indeed, for (x, y, z) to reah
equilibrium, one only needs that w+ − w− → 0 whatever the partiular asymptotial
behaviours of w±. Then only using this last limit, we have reovered the asymptotial
behaviours for x± whih implies that ℓ2 < 1. From (39-40) and these last expressions
and ondition, it is then possible to get the partiular behaviours of w±, whih show
that, near isotropy, these variables always vanish and are then bounded.
Again, we are able to alulate that p±e3Ω tends to 0 as e(2−ℓ
2)Ω
, thus lling the neessary
but not suient onditions for isotropisation we dened above. From equation (41) we
derive that asymptotially H behaves as e(ℓ
2−3)Ω
. The form of equation (11) for φ˙ being
unhanged whatever the Bianhi model as well as those of ℓ and z near equilibrium, we
reover the same dierential equation as (29) giving the asymptotial behaviour for the
salar eld.
Sine H and φ˙ when Ω → −∞, and N and y have the same forms as for the Bianhi
type II model, we nd the same behaviours for e−Ω and U as a funtion of the proper
time depending if ℓ tends or not toward a vanishing onstant. Again, the 3-urvature
3R tends to zero sine β± beome onstant when Ω diverges negatively.
2.3. The Bianhi type V III and IX models
2.3.1. Field equations We will use the following variables:
x± = p±H−1
y = πR30e
−3ΩU1/2H−1
z = pφφ(3 + 2Ω)
−1/2H−1
wp = πR
2
0e
−2Ω+2β+H−1
wm = πR
2
0e
−2Ω−2β+H−1
w− = e2
√
3β
−
The variables x±, y and z are the same as those dened for the Bianhi type II model.
wp and wm are not independent beause both are related to β+. Near isotropy, we will
have wm ∝ wp ∝ e−2ΩH−1. w− is positive. The onstraint equation is written:
x2+ + x
2
− + 24y
2 + 12z2 + 12[w3p(1 + w
4
−)± 2w−(wmwp)3/2(1 + w2−) +
w2−(w
3
m − 2w3p)℄(w2−wp)−1 = 1
and for the eld equations it omes:
x˙+ = 72y
2x+ + 24{w3p(x+ − 1)(1 + w4−)± w−(1 + 2x+)(wmwp)3/2(1 + w2−)
+ w2−
[
(2 + x+)w
3
m − 2(x+ − 1)w3p
]
}(w2−wp)−1 (42)
x˙− = 72y2x− + 24{w3p
[
w4−(x− −
√
3) + x− +
√
3)
]
± w−(wmwp)3/2[w2−
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(−
√
3 + 2x−) + (
√
3 + 2x−)℄+ w2−x−(w
3
m − 2w3p)}(w2−wp)−1 (43)
y˙ = y{6ℓz + 72y2 − 3 + 24[w3p(1 + w4−)± 2(wmwp)3/2w−(1 + w2−) +
w2−(w
3
m − 2w3p)℄(w2−wp)−1} (44)
z˙ = y2(72z − 12ℓ) + 24z[w3p(1 + w4−)± 2(wmwp)3/2w−(1 + w2−) +
w2−(w
3
m − 2w3p)℄(w2−wp)−1 (45)
w˙p = wp{−2 + 2x+ + 72y2 + 24[w3p(1 + w4−)± 2w−(wmwp)3/2(1 + w2−)
+ w2−(w
3
m − 2w3p)℄(w2−wp)−1} (46)
w˙m = wm{−2− 2x+ + 72y2 + 24[w3p(1 + w4−)± 2w−(wmwp)3/2(1 + w2−)
+ w2−(w
3
m − 2w3p)℄(w2−wp)−1} (47)
w˙− = 2
√
3w−x− (48)
± being related respetively to the Bianhi type V III and IX models. For sake
of ompleteness, we have written dierential equations for eah variable wp and wm.
However, they are equivalent. The onstraint shows that the variables are not neessarily
normalised: if one of them diverges near isotropy, it have to be ounterbalaned by the
divergene of wp and wm. Thus, if we show that isotropy does not arise for unbounded
values of wp and wm, it will mean that it only happens for some nite values of the
variables.
To reah this goal, we will write that wp → wm → w and w− → 1. This is justied
beause isotropy needs β± → 0 and we will see below that an isotropi equilibrium state
eetively implies w− → 1. In this ase, for Bianhi type V III model, all the variables in
the onstraint are positives and thus bounded. Conerning the Bianhi type IX model,
let us assume that w diverges. Then, putting x± = 0, from the onstraint we have
asymptotially 3w2 → 2y2 + z2 − 1/12 and from the equation for w˙, 3w2 → 3y2− 1/12,
implying that asymptotially z2 → y2 and diverges as w2. However, with these limits
we get from the equations for y˙ and z˙ that y˙ → 6ℓz2 − 3z and z˙ → −12ℓz2 + 2z. Then
equilibrium for y and z an only be reahed if z → 0 whih is in disagreement with the
assumption on the divergene of w. Hene, an isotropi equilibrium state is not possible
if wp and wm diverge. It follows, in the same way as for the Bianhi type V I0 and V II0
models, that isotropisation of Bianhi type V III and IX models for a nite value of Ω
is impossible.
We an also show that wp and wm may not tend toward some non vanishing onstants.
Let us assume that it is atually the ase and onsider 2 onstants w and α suh that
wp → w and wm → αw. We introdue these limits in equations (42-43) with x± = 0
and get respetively:
x˙+ = −24w2(1 + w−α3/2(1 + w2−)− 2w2−(1 + α3) + w4−)w−2− (49)
x˙− = −24
√
3w2(w2− − 1)(1− α3/2w− + w2−)w−2− (50)
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Then, for Bianhi type V III model, we derive that equilibrium for x± will be reahed
only if α tends toward a omplex value (−1)2/3 or/and w− is negative, whih is im-
possible. For the Bianhi type IX model, equilibrium for x± may be reahed if
wp → wm (i.e. β± → 0) and w− → 1. Then, looking for the equilibrium points,
the only ones whih may be real and suh that wp and wm be dierent from 0 are
(x+, x−, y, z, wp, wm, w−) = (0, 0,±(6ℓ)−1, (6ℓ)−1,±(1 − ℓ2)1/2(6ℓ)−1). They hek the
onstraint equation and are real if ℓ2 < 1. Then we alulate that wp and wm behave
like±
[
(1− ℓ2)(1− e 4Ω(ℓ
2
−1)+ω0
ℓ2 + 36ℓ2)−1
]1/2
and thus reah equilibriumwhen Ω→ +∞.
Meantime, starting from this last expression and introduing it in the equation for x+, it
omes that x+ tends toward a omplex value when Ω→ +∞ and thus these equilibrium
points are exluded. Numerial simulations seem to onrm the absene of equilibrium
for these values of (x+, x−, y, z, wp, wm, w−).
2.3.2. Isotropi equilibrium states Equilibrium points
To nd the equilibrium points we have to onsider the equations (42-45), (48) and
one of the equations (46) or (47) sine both wm and wp depend on β+. However the
solutions of the equations system thus dened an not be easily alulated. Conse-
quently, we will only take into aount the solutions suh that (x±, wp, wm) = (0, 0, 0)
and whih are ompatible with isotropy. Then the solutions redue to the set of equilib-
rium points (x+, x−, y, z, wp, wm, w−) = (0, 0,±
√
3− ℓ2(6√2)−1, ℓ/6, 0, 0, 1) whih will
be real if ℓ2 < 3 and respet the onstraint equation. It is equivalent to the sets found
for the previous models and one again, ℓ have to tend to a onstant with no limit yle
suh that equilibrium be reahed. Note that it is suh that β− → 0 sine w− → 1.
Monotoni funtions
We an rewrite (15) in the following form:
H˙ = −H [72y2 + 24(±2w
1/2
p w
3/2
m
w−
± 2w1/2p w3/2m w− − 2w2p +
w2p
w2−
+
w2pw
2
− +
w3m
wp
)℄ (51)
(52)
We immediately see that it is not a monotoni funtion and that its sign is indenite.
Thus Ω is not a monotoni funtion of t and it is not possible to determine if isotropi-
sation, orresponding to Ω→ −∞, arises at early or late proper times.
Asymptoti behaviours
Near equilibrium, it is possible to approximate equation (46) by wp(1−ℓ2) implying that
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wp tends toward e
(1−ℓ2)Ω
. The same onlusion arises for wm. In the same way as the
previous subsetion, one an show that the value ℓ2 = 1 is not agreed with isotropisa-
tion. Introduing asymptotial expressions for wp and wm in the equations (42-43), we
nd that x± behave as the sum of two exponentials, e2(1−ℓ
2)Ω
and e(3−ℓ
2)Ω
. Thus, one
again, isotropisation needs Ω → −∞ and ℓ2 < 1 implying that x± behave as e2(1−ℓ2)Ω.
As for Bianhi type II model, it is possible to show that p±e3Ω → e(2−ℓ2)Ω and thus van-
ish. Moreover H behaves again as e(ℓ
2−3)Ω
. The Hamiltonian equation (11) for φ˙ being
independent of onsidered Bianhi model and the denition and asymptotial value of
z being the same as for Bianhi type II model, we nd the same dierential equation
(29), giving asymptotially the behaviour of the salar eld. Anew, sine H and φ˙ when
Ω → −∞, and N and y have the same forms as for Bianhi type II model, the dis-
ussion about the forms of the metri funtions near equilibrium is the same and they
behave as power or exponential law of the proper time depending on the asymptotial
value of ℓ.
3. Disussion
We have found some neessary onditions for isotropisation of Bianhi lass A models
with urvature for a minimally oupled salar tensor theory. We have seen that the Uni-
verse has to expand (Ω → −∞), justifying the assumption that t should be diverging,
and that the ratio between the onjugate momentum and the Hamiltonian should van-
ish. Our results do not onern the lass of theories for whih ℓ prevents the equilibrium
of z and y. As shown in subsetion 2.1.2, suh ℓ should be osillating with signiant
amplitude and not tending to a onstant. Hene, they onern the ℓ whih tend to a
onstant, diverge monotonially or even with negligible osillations. In these ases, our
main result is:
A neessary ondition for isotropisation of Bianhi lass A models with urvature for
General Relativity plus a massive salar eld, whatever the onsidered Brans-Dike ou-
pling funtion and potential, will be that φUφU
−1(3+2ω)−1/2 tends to a onstant ℓ suh
that ℓ2 < 1. For Bianhi type II, V I0 and V II0 models, it arises at late times if the
Hamiltonian is positive, at early times otherwise. For Bianhi type V III and IX mod-
els, the time of isotropisation is undetermined. If isotropisation arises with ℓ 6= 0 the
metri funtions tend toward a power inationary law tℓ
−2
and the potential vanishes as
t−2. If it arises as ℓ = 0, the Universe tends toward a De Sitter model and the potential
to a onstant. In any ase, isotropisation requires late time aelerated expansion and
the Universe beomes spatially at.
Neessary ondition for isotropisation determines an asymptotial limit that the salar
eld have to respet. It an be ompared to the limit required suh that salar tensor
theories be ompatible with solar system tests when U = 0, i.e. ω →∞ and ωφω3 → 0.
To evaluate ℓ, we need to know the asymptotial behaviour of the salar eld. It omes:
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The value of the salar eld when the Universe reahes an equilibrium isotropi state
with an asymptotially onstant ℓ is the value of the funtion φ dened by φ˙ =
2φ2Uφ(3 + 2ω)
−1U−1 when Ω→ −∞.
Although Bianhi type IX model ontains the losed FLRW solutions, when the Uni-
verse isotropises and we onsider a minimally oupled and massive salar eld, it is
innitely expanding. Moreover, the ommon late time attrator of all the isotropising
solutions is not osillating. This fat may seem astonishing for the Bianhi type V III
and IX models. However, in [21℄, it has been observed that despite the mixmaster
behaviour of Bianhi type V III model at early time, its late time behaviour an be
non osillating. If we ompare the results got when no urvature is present [11℄ with
those of this paper, few dierenes appear. The asymptotial behaviours of the salar
eld and isotropi part of the metri are the same in both papers, partly beause the
Hamiltonian and lapse funtion asymptotially behave in the same way. However the
variations of the funtions desribing the anisotropy, β±, are dierent sine the onju-
gate momenta are not onstant in presene of urvature. The fundamental dierene
omes from the interval of ℓ allowing for isotropy. For the Bianhi type I model, it
was ℓ2 < 3 and deelerated dynamis was possible. For the models with urvature,
we have ℓ2 < 1, implying that isotropisation requires late time aelerated expansion.
This is due to the presene of urvature whih redues the interval of values of ℓ related
to the Bianhi type I model. Hene, late time aelerated expansion nds a natural
explanation through the fat that our Universe is isotropi. Other problems are nat-
urally solved by isotropisation: asymptotially, the 3-urvature vanishes thus solving
the atness problem. It omes from the fat that during isotropisation β± tend toward
a onstant whereas Ω → −∞. In the same way, the small value of the osmologial
onstant ould be explained by the fat that when Universe isotropises and ℓ does not
vanish, the potential, whih mimis a dynamial osmologial onstant vanishes. If ℓ
vanishes, the potential tends to a non vanishing onstant but it is not neessary small
exept if we ne tune it.
To omplete this study, let us write few words about Bianhi lass B models. Their
Hamiltonian formulation is dierent from those of lass A and has been studied in [22℄.
It needs to redene the divergene theorem in a non-oordinated basis. Then the Bianhi
type V Hamiltonian writes as the one of Bianhi type I with an additional onstraint
p+ = 0. Consequently for Bianhi type V model whih ontains the solutions of open
FLRW model, isotropisation follows the same rules as those of Bianhi type I model
desribed in [11℄. The nature of the other lass B Hamiltonians is totally dierent and
will not be onsidered here.
Let us examine some results usually onsidered in the literature.
The "No Hair theorem" of Wald[23℄ states that General Relativity with a salar
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eld and a osmologial onstant isotropises toward a De Sitter Universe. Here, as for
the Bianhi type I model, when ℓ→ 0 and if the minimally oupled salar tensor theory
isotropises¶, it will tend toward a De Sitter Universe. This generalise the "No Hair
theorem" whih takes into aount only the ase U = cte for whih ℓ = 0.
It is really shoking that it exists only one set of equilibrium points shared by all
the Bianhi models and representing the only possible isotropi stable equilibrium state.
However, despite a areful analysis we have not found any additional points with suh
properties. One way to hek if this statement is true is to selet some speial forms of
U and ω and then to verify if the onditions for isotropisation of the theory thus dened
and the asymptotial value of e−Ω are in agreement with our results. It an be easily
done with the theory dened by an exponential potential U = ekφ and a Brans-Dike
oupling funtion
√
3 + 2ωφ−1 =
√
2 whose isotropisation has been extensively studied
in the literature using dierent methods. In this ase ℓ2 = k2/2. We have olleted
the onlusions of dierent papers and have ompared them with ours. In [24, 25℄, it
is shown that isotropisation arises at late time when k2 < 2 (exept the ontrating
Bianhi type IX models) and lead to a De Sitter Universe when k = 0 or to a power
law of the form t2k
−2
for the metri funtions otherwise. If k2 > 2, the Bianhi type I,
V , V II and IX models might isotropise at late times. Conerning the Bianhi type I
model, we have shown in [11℄ that a neessary ondition for isotropisation will be k2 < 6
but it was impossible for larger values. For the models of lass A with urvature, from
the present paper we dedue that isotropisation is possible only when k2 < 2 and always
omes with late time aelerated expansion. The asymptoti behaviour of the metri
funtions is in aordane with that of [24, 25℄. A dierene is that Bianhi type V II0
and IX should not isotropise if k2 > 2. Conerning the Bianhi type V I0 model, our
results agree with these of [26℄. For the Bianhi type V model, they are the same as
these of the Bianhi type I model in aordane with [24℄. Hene, onerning the speial
ase of an exponential potential, there are few dierenes between our results and those
of others papers. It seems to onrm the presene of a unique set of equilibrium points
shared by all the Bianhi lass A models and representing an isotropi equilibrium state.
Of ourse, the ase of an exponential potential ould be a partiular one and thus other
types of potentials should be studied to hek the results of the present paper. Note
that, isotropi state is not the only possible late time equilibrium state. As written
above or shown in the appendix, other ones exist, for instane with x± 6= 0, but they
do not orrespond to an isotropi Universe.
To onlude, Universe isotropisation requires late time aelerated expansion
beause of the urvature. Then, it beomes at and the potential vanishes as t−2
or tends toward a onstant. These features t well with the urrent observations and
leave the door open to geometrial and physial generalisations of standard osmologial
framework. In a next work, we will take into aount the presene of a perfet uid.
¶ Do not forget that ℓ tending toward a onstant is a neessary but not suient ondition for
isotropisation.
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4. Appendix
In this appendix, we present all the equilibrium points of Bianhi type II, V I0 and V II0
models.
Bianhi type II model :
• (y, w) = (0, 0)
• (x+, x1, y, z, w) = (1,
√
3, 0, 0,±i/2)
• (x+, x1, y, z, w) = (0, 0, ±
√
3−ℓ2
(6
√
2)
, ℓ/6, 0)
• (x+, x1, y, z, w) = ( ℓ2−1ℓ2+8 ,
√
3 ℓ
2−1
ℓ2+8
,±
√
12−3ℓ2
2(ℓ2+8)
, 3ℓ
2(ℓ2+8)
,±
√
(ℓ2−1)(ℓ2−4)
2(ℓ2+8)
)
Bianhi type V I0 and V II0 models :
• (y, w+, w−) = (0, 0, 0)
• (x+, x−, y, w+, w−) = (1, 0, 0, w+, w+)
• (x+, x−, y, z, w+, w−) = (1,−
√
3, 0, 0, 0,±i/2)
• (x+, x−, y, z, w+, w−) = (1,
√
3, 0, 0,±i/2, 0)
• (x+, x−, y, z, w+, w−) = (0, 0, ±
√
3−ℓ2
(6
√
2)
, ℓ/6, 0, 0)
• (x+, x−, y, z, w+, w−) = ( ℓ2−1ℓ2+8 ,−
√
3 ℓ
2−1
ℓ2+8
,±
√
12−3ℓ2
2(ℓ2+8)
, 3ℓ
2(ℓ2+8)
, 0,±
√
(ℓ2−1)(ℓ2−4)
2(ℓ2+8)
)
• (x+, x−, y, z, w+, w−) = ( ℓ2−1ℓ2+8 ,
√
3 ℓ
2−1
ℓ2+8
,±
√
12−3ℓ2
2(ℓ2+8)
, 3ℓ
2(ℓ2+8)
,±
√
(ℓ2−1)(ℓ2−4)
2(ℓ2+8)
, 0)
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Table 1. Form of V (Ω, β+, β−) for eah Bianhi model.
Bianhi type V (Ω, β+, β−)
II 12π2R40e
4(−Ω+β++
√
3β
−
)
V I0, V II0 24π
2R40e
−4Ω+4β+(cosh 4
√
3β− ± 1)
V III, IX 24π2R40e
−4Ω
[e4β+(cosh 4
√
3β− − 1)+
1/2e−8β+ ± 2e−2β+ cosh 2√3β−℄
